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Abstract:  
Despite the fact that cities are increasingly the fundamental socioeconomic units of human 
societies worldwide, a unified quantitative framework concerning urban form and function has 
yet to be established. As a step in this direction, we analyze settlement data from the Prehispanic 
Basin of Mexico to show that this system displays spatial scaling properties analogous to those 
observed for modern cities. Our data derive from some 1400 settlements occupied over two 
millennia and spanning four major cultural periods characterized by different levels of political 
centralization and socioeconomic development. We show that, for each period, total settlement 
area increases with population size according to a scale invariant relation, with exponent α= 2/3-
5/6, in agreement with expectations of emerging theory. These findings, from an urban system 
that evolved independently from old-world cities, suggest that principles of human settlement 
organization are very general and may apply to the entire range of human history.  

Keywords: Urban Scaling Theory, Archaeology, Settlement Patterns, Mesoamerica. 
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Many studies over the last few decades (1-9) have demonstrated that contemporary urban 
settlements exhibit statistical regularities describing how their properties – from socio-economic 
outputs to land area and extent of infrastructure – vary systematically with population size, N.  
Generally, socioeconomic quantities, Y, such as wages or violent crime, increase, on average, 
faster than population and are well described by scale invariant relations, Y=Y0Nβ, with 
β=1+δ~7/6>1, with δ~1/6 (6). Conversely, the volume of urban infrastructure (roads, pipes, etc) 
increases only sub-linearly with N, β=1-δ~5/6<1. These findings lead to a general view of cities 
as “social reactors,” magnifying social interaction opportunities experienced by individuals in 
open-ended ways, thereby increasing, on average, the productivity and scope of material 
resources and human labor. This functional differentiation of cities with size also provides the 
mechanism for the genesis of hierarchical urban systems that characterize both modern and 
ancient societies (10, 11).  Recently, a theoretical framework was developed that derives the 
form and quantitative value of these scaling relations (6) from a few general principles of social 
organization that conceivably apply to a wide range of human settlements. Here, we test this 
framework using archaeological data from Prehispanic Central Mexico.  

Arguably, the most important feature of human sociality is that individuals can derive 
advantages from social contact, e.g. by trading goods, sharing information and developing 
cooperative strategies (12, 13). This means that, under very general conditions (6), humans 
benefit from creating large interacting social networks, e.g. through co-location in space and in 
time. These concepts provide a simple way to formalize the expected scaling properties of 
human settlements: Consider a spatially unstructured but co-located population, where each 
individual attempts to connect with others by moving within the total settled area, A. We assume 
that the length (radius) covered by this movement, L, can be expressed in terms of the settled 
area as L=L0A1/2, where L0 is a constant in A, corresponding to individuals taking straight paths 
across the unstructured settlement (14), see Fig. 1A.  The total cost of movement is C=C0L, 
where C0 is the cost per unit length, e.g. the metabolic energy expended in walking.  If the 
chance of social contacts is homogeneously distributed over the settled area then the number of 
social contacts per person, I, is proportional to population density ρ=N/A, that is I = a0lN/A, 
where a0 is an individual’s interaction cross-section (a “width” in two dimensions) and l is the 
average length traveled per person.  We translate the benefits obtained from these social 
interactions into an energy per person and unit time, y, through a conversion factor g, so that y = 
GN/A, with G ≡ ga0l. The scaling of settled area with population then follows by equating 
benefits to costs, as A(N)=aNα, with a=(G/C0 L0)α and α≈2/3. We call these amorphous 
settlements. As cities grow in population, urban space tends to be occupied and used more 
intensely, especially in central districts. As a result, the amorphous layout becomes inefficient or 
even impossible and infrastructure networks develop, such as paths and roads, through which 
movement of people, goods, and information is channeled.  

We assume, in analogy to what is observed in modern cities (1, 9), that the scaling properties 
of infrastructure volume follow from a simple decentralized model of network growth.  This 
means that, with each net increase in population, the city grows its infrastructural volume, An, 
incrementally, proportionally to the distance d=ρ-1/2, set by its local density at the edges, so that 
An~N d=A1/2N1/2. Substituting aN2/3 for A, this leads to An~a1/2N5/6 (15). Thus, scaling relations 
characterizing how settlement area varies with population should exhibit exponents α in the 
range α=2/3-5/6, with the lower limit characteristic of simple forms of settlement and the upper 
limit characteristic of settlements where the infrastructure network determines the shape of the 
majority of the settled area. Note that cities large and small may be more or less amorphous, and 
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that many forms of planning can generate a networked city (16). Also note that a variety of 
factors such as transportation costs, productive technologies and consumption levels only 
influence the coefficients, not the exponents, of these scaling relations (6). 

These predictions can be tested in any human settlement system, including those known 
primarily through their traces in the archaeological record.  Here, we analyze settlement data 
compiled from archaeological surface surveys conducted in the Basin of Mexico (BOM) between 
1960 and 1975 (17) (Figure 2A). We grouped ca. 1400 settlements from this region into four 
general time periods dating from initial colonization up to the Spanish Conquest. The Formative 
period (1400 B.C.E.--100 B.C.E.; Figure 2B) saw the beginnings of detectable settlements and 
the rise of local polities; the Classic period (100 B.C.E.--750 C.E.), the political and economic 
dominance of Teotihuacan (ca. 100,000 people); the Toltec period (750--1150 C.E.), the 
formation of a number of competitive city-states; and the Aztec period (1150--1519 C.E.; Figure 
2C), the unification of these into an empire centered on Tenochtitlan-Tlatelolco (ca. 200,000 
people) (18). These data comprise one of the most complete documentations of an ancient urban 
settlement system available (19). 

We observe sublinear scaling (α<1) of settlement area with population, consistent across 
these four time periods (Table 1), with exponents, estimated using two different methods, within 
the expected theoretical range derived above (6). The Aztec period presents exponents closest to 
α~5/6, consistent with expectations for settlements exhibiting shapes set by infrastructure related 
to interaction such as plazas, marketplaces and roads, which were most widespread during this 
period (20). We also observe that scaling exponents are not correlated with measures of political 
centralization or agricultural productivity (Table 1). During the Prehispanic era, political 
centralization waxed and waned and agricultural productivity quadrupled, but relationships 
between population and settled area remained remarkably consistent. This supports a key 
assertion of theory (6); namely, that relative economies and returns to scale (elasticities) emerge 
primarily from the results of interactions between individuals within settlements as opposed to 
specific technological, economic or political factors. This appears to be as true for ancient human 
settlements as it is for modern ones.  

The scaling relations of Table 1 derive from the method used to estimate population in the 
BOM surveys, which involved multiplying site areas by a population density figure, in turn 
derived from surface potsherd densities (17).  We tested the validity of this method in a number 
of ways: First, we performed Monte Carlo simulations using randomly assigned population 
density classes to 1000 sites of varying site areas, and calculated the resulting population 
estimates and scaling relations (17). The distribution of the exponent α resulting from 1000 runs 
of this procedure falls between 0.95-1.05, with 95% confidence, implying constant average 
population density, as expected. Thus, the observed scaling relationships could not have emerged 
from an archaeological record where surface sherd densities varied independently of site area.  

Second, we compared the site areas, sherd density classes and population estimates recorded 
by different surveyors. Our statistical tests indicate that investigators often increased the 
population density estimate of a site by about one density class when plant cover and deeper soils 
reduced the surface visibility of sherds (17). Such judgments are an essential part of 
archaeological surveys and we note that, in their absence, the scaling exponents in Table 1 would 
have been outside the range predicted by theory. We also note that sub-linear scaling within the 
range of theoretical expectations is apparent in the data collected by each surveyor, despite the 
differing environmental zones and modern land use situations encountered by each (17). 
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Third, we compared the archaeological evidence with 1960 census data (Table 1 and Figure 
3A) to test whether scaling relations in the archaeological data are consistent with those observed 
for the most recent period of primarily agrarian settlement in the same region (17). Figure 3A 
demonstrates that scaling relations for Aztec-period settlements and mid-20th century settlements 
are nearly identical. One could argue that the BOM survey simply mapped the population–area 
relationship of mid-20th century settlements onto the archaeological remains, but the scaling 
relations shown in Figure 3A derive from correlations of surface sherd densities with population 
densities, as opposed to a direct mapping of population densities onto site areas (21). Thus, a 
simpler explanation is that the data reveal general organizational principles of human settlement.  

Finally, we examined the extent to which these scaling relations are apparent in the growth 
patterns of individual settlements (22) where population was estimated using a different method. 
As an example, the same scaling relations noted for the BOM are apparent at Xochicalco, an 
urban center located 50 km south of the Basin. Surveyors carefully mapped all remains at this 
mid-sized city and estimated population densities for various portions through direct counting of 
houses and roofed areas (23). Researchers also estimated the population and areal extent of the 
settlement, including infrastructure and public space, for 5 different periods between 500 B.C. 
and A.D. 1521. The scaling exponent estimated for these data (Figure 3B) is approximately 
α=5/6, again consistent with expectations. These data thus support the population estimation 
method used in the BOM and a second contention of theory (6); namely, that urban scaling 
exponents result from an incremental growth process internal to individual settlements. 

These results, from an urban system that evolved independently from its old-world 
counterparts, suggest that quantitative patterns of urban scaling are quite general and potentially 
apply to the entire range of human settlements, past and present. They also demonstrate that 
archaeological data provide a useful, if generally untapped, resource for investigating scaling 
phenomena in human societies and that such data may shed light on the emergence and dynamics 
of modern urban systems (24). The general theory applied here also has significant potential for 
archaeology. For example, universal scaling relations provide a new means of estimating the 
populations of archaeological sites on the basis of their settled areas and make testable 
predictions for rates of socioeconomic interaction in ancient societies (17). The exploration of 
these issues may clarify the mechanisms of human development throughout history. 
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Figure 1. Models of settlement and social interactions determine urban scaling. A: 
Amorphous City Model, showing a small settlement (Capilco) that can be i) easily circumscribed 
by a circle of radius L and ii) traversed primarily by linear paths (25). B: The Networked City 
Model, showing the infrastructure-dense city of Teotihuacan, containing large avenues (red), 
canals (light blue), and small alleyways connecting open spaces, apartments, and the major 
causeways (dark blue inset). The settlement area acquires a structured shape determined by the 
underlying infrastructure network (26). 
 

 
Figure 2: Maps of the Basin of Mexico.  A: Location within Mexico (27). B: Settlement during 
the Formative period (blue, symbol size is proportional to population; background colors range 
from light green through red to white to denote increases in elevation; gray area is the extent of 
Mexico City in 1964) (28). C: Settlement during the Aztec period. Site locations are plotted at an 
intentionally coarse spatial resolution (1-km grid) to protect them from looting. 
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Figure 3. Scaling plots of population versus settled area. A. Aztec period (blue, archaeological 
data) and 1960 (red, census data) from the BOM; B. Five periods of occupation at Xochicalco, a 
prehispanic urban center south of the BOM. Solid lines and legends show power law fits from 
Ordinary Least Squares regression; dashed lines in A. mark the theoretical limits of the scaling 
exponent (2/3 ≤ α ≤ 5/6). Power law fits for the individual data series in A. are in Table 1. 
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 Formative Classic Toltec Aztec 1960 
N Sites 212 258 453 501 181
MLE a (ha) .275 .344 .325 .215 .634
     95% CI .227-.374 .184-.707 .233-.487 .159-.260 .210-1.24
MLE α .714 .751 .738 .800 .721
     95% CI .639-.760 .647-.806 .647-.796 .751-.895 .618-.882
OLS a (ha) .235 .294 .215 .195 .445
     95% CI .198-.277 .214-.407 .184-.253 .175-.222 .250-.945
OLS α .700 .627 .708 .750 .641
     95% CI .654-.740 .544-.705 .665-.752 .714-.785 .552-.729
Magnitude 33,850 95,597 22,502 212,500 2,657,347
Centrality  .295 .620 .229 .350 .864
Productivity 700 1,400 1,400 3,000 3,000
 
Table 1: Scaling relationships between population and settled area. Estimated scaling 
coefficients a and exponents α for four prehispanic periods and for the 1960 census in the BOM 
(17). Parameter estimates and their corresponding 95% confidence intervals are obtained via 
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) and standard ordinary least squares minimization (OLS). 
For comparative purposes, we also list the following measures: Magnitude refers to estimates of 
the largest settlement population, Centrality to the portion of the total sample population in the 
largest settlement, and Productivity to the yield (kg maize/ha) of the most productive agricultural 
strategy (29).  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
 
 
Settlement areas and population estimates 
 
Settlement areas and population estimates were compiled from archaeological surface 
surveys conducted in the Basin of Mexico between 1960 and 1975 by The University of 
Michigan and Pennsylvania State University (1-9). Many of the recorded sites have since 
been destroyed by the expansion of modern Mexico City. Surveyors estimated the settled 
area and surface artifact density at each site during a series of cultural periods. Population 
was then estimated for each period using a three-step process (5:38-9). First, surveyors 
associated surface pottery densities with population densities of various settlement types 
in 16th and 20th century records from the area. Table S1 presents the sherd density classes 
and associated population densities used for this purpose. Second, the settled area of each 
site was multiplied by the population density thus associated with the observed artifact 
density. Third, these initial estimates were adjusted for each site based on a variety of 
site-specific factors (5:40). The resulting population estimates thus incorporate both 
quantitative measurement and expert judgment (10-12). Surveyors presented population 
estimates as ranges and as a most likely value; we took the point estimate in the final data 
compilations (4, 8) as the best estimate for the average resident population of each site 
during each period of occupation. 
 
Settlement selection 
 
Basin of Mexico surveyors classified each recorded site into a series of settlement types 
based on the spatial extent, density, and character of the visible archaeological remains. 
Table S2 lists the categories used and identifies the site types we excluded from our 
analyses. Emerging theory (13) suggests that urban scaling emerges from the interactions 
of residents within settlements. Accordingly, we excluded: 1) sites lacking permanent 
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residential populations, such as isolated ceremonial centers, quarries, salt mounds, and 
other centers of administration/industry lacking habitation structures; 2) dispersed sites 
consisting of isolated residences interspersed with farmland and with no intervening 
interaction space (5:56); and 3) sites less than 1 ha in area due to the likelihood that 
errors in estimating site area and population are proportionately greatest for these 
smallest settlements.  
 
We grouped the remaining sites (ca. 1400) into four general time periods dating from the 
initial colonization of the Basin up to the Spanish Conquest (5, 14). The Formative period 
(1400 B.C.E. – 100 B.C.E.) saw the beginnings of detectable settlements and the rise of 
local polities such as Cuicuilco that were supported primarily by precipitation-based 
maize agriculture. The destruction of Cuicuilco by a volcanic eruption and the emergence 
of spring-fed irrigation networks led to the political and economic dominance of 
Teotihuacan during the Classic period (100 B.C.E. -750 C.E.).  Following the collapse of 
Teotihuacan, a number of competitive petty kingdoms emerged during the Toltec period 
(750-1150 C.E.). Finally, these kingdoms were unified by the Triple-Alliance centers of 
Tenochtitlan-Tlatelolco and Texcoco into an empire supported by raised-bed (chinampas) 
farming of the lakeshore during the Aztec period (1150-1519 C.E.), which lasted until the 
arrival of Cortés.  
 
Best fits to scaling relations 
 
We calculated the parameters of the scaling relations using two methods.  First, we 
applied least squares regression to the log-transformed data for each of the major time 
periods (Formative, Classic, Toltec, Aztec). Although these general time periods were 
longer than the occupation spans of many sites, non-contemporaneity of sites is not an 
issue in this case because the theory we test derives from the nature of interactions within 
settlements as opposed to between them.  
 
Second, we used maximum likelihood estimation, which utilizes Bayes’ Theorem to 
calculate the probability of a set of parameters being correct given the data observed. 
This process iteratively maximizes the log probability of the parameters, given the data, 
until it converges upon a local maximum. It does not overly weight outliers as least 
squares regression does, and has been considered the most robust method for defining 
power law behavior (15). The distribution assumed in our case is normal with mean cNα 

and standard deviation .33*cNα where A is the area, N is population, c is a coefficient, 
and α is a scaling exponent. This allows an error proportional to the scale of the predicted 
outcome, as otherwise probabilities converge to zero for the larger scale components of 
the distribution.   
 
We calculated confidence intervals for both the OLS and MLE estimates using a 
bootstrap procedure. Bootstrapping resamples from the sample distribution with 
replacement to approximate draws from the original distribution (16:8-9). By repeating 
this process many times (in our case 1000) and fitting parameters each time, we can 
estimate the distributions of the parameters in question. The confidence interval is simply 
the middle 95% of this distribution (16:53-4). The resulting estimates and confidence 
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intervals are presented in Table 1 of the main text, and power-law fits using both methods 
are presented graphically for each period in Figure S1.  
 
In Table 1 of the main text, we also present measures of political centralization and 
agricultural productivity to facilitate quantitative assessment of the culture-historical 
observations made above. Specifically, we characterize each period in terms of the size of 
the largest settlement, an index consisting of the population of the largest settlement 
divided by the total population of sites dating to that period, and the productivity (in kg of 
maize / ha) of the most productive agricultural strategy during each period (17).  
 
Statistical analyses of population estimates 
 
We performed a series of analyses to test whether the population estimation method used 
in the Basin of Mexico surveys is reasonable.  
 
First, we employed Monte Carlo simulation to assess whether the observed scaling 
relationships could have resulted from an effectively random assignment of population 
densities to sites of varying size. We generated random datasets (1000 points) of site 
areas and population densities from uniform distributions with ranges equal to those seen 
in the Basin. Then, we performed ordinary least squares regression on these log-
transformed area and population data to determine the parameters of the associated 
power-law distribution. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, and the results used to 
estimate a 95% confidence interval for the power law exponent of randomized data. The 
resulting interval (.95 to 1.05) demonstrates that the observed sub-linear scaling in the 
actual data is not likely to have emerged from the random association of population 
density classes with site areas, as would have occurred if sherd densities were effectively 
random with respect to area. In other words, the observed relationship could only have 
emerged from the tendency of surveyors to observe denser concentrations of artifacts on 
larger sites. 
 
Second, we performed a variety of statistical tests to examine whether the observed 
patterns derive from differential inflation of population density estimates based on 
modern land use or soil characteristics. In many cases investigators augmented the 
populations derived from site areas and sherd density classes due to a variety of site-
specific, contextual factors. We define this inflation level as B = (O(N) – E(N))/E(N), 
where O(N) is the recorded value and E(N) the expected value. We calculated these 
biases for each site based on its total site area and median sherd density class, the lower 
bound of the associated population density in Table S1, and its final population point 
estimate. We examined these biases across surveyors, soil depth, and modern land-use 
classes for sites in the Texcoco, Chalco-Xochimilco, Ixtapalapa, and Zumpango regions, 
for which these additional data are available. We used Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank-
Sum tests to assess the statistical significance of these biases. 
 
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank-Sum test compares the medians of two data sets and 
returns the probability that the two data sets were drawn from separate distributions 
(18:523-5). It creates a ranked list of all of the data and sums the ranks that came from 
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one of the sets. If the values are evenly distributed the rank-sum should approach a mean 
value, suggesting a common source distribution for both data sets. If they differ 
significantly, one rank-sum should be higher than the other, suggesting different source 
distributions. We then calculate the z-score of the Wilcoxon statistic W (the rank-sum) 
and get the probability of difference from a normal distribution with mean 

2
)1( ++

=
nmmμ and standard deviation 

12
)1( ++

=
nmmnσ where m and n are the 

length of each set, m being the length of the set whose rank-sum we have computed.  
 
None of these tests found a significant association of B values with levels of modern 
disturbance (categories associated with each site include None, Slight, Moderate, and 
Extensive). However, we did find statistically-significant associations between B values 
and soil depth classes (Table S3). It appears that investigators tended to increase the 
population densities of sites located in areas with deeper soil to account for the greater 
likelihood of burial of surface sherds. In other words, investigators viewed soil depth as a 
more significant factor in reducing surface sherd visibility than modern agricultural use. 
The levels of these biases vary across surveyors (Table S4), but it is also the case that 
different portions of the Basin, characterized by different environmental conditions and 
modern land use, were surveyed by each investigator (Table S5). In addition, it is clear 
that the scaling relations we observe are not an artifact of inter-observer variation because 
sub-linear scaling, within the range of theoretical expectations, is apparent in the data 
collected by each surveyor (Table S6). Thus, we interpret patterns in inter-observer bias 
as a function of the varying conditions encountered by each surveyor. We also conclude 
that the final estimates used in our analyses convey more information than a simple 
unbiased estimator because they incorporate expert judgments responsive to a variety of 
site-specific factors, including intra-site variation in artifact densities that is not reported 
in the summary data. 
 
In addition to these statistical analyses, we compared patterns in the Prehispanic data with 
data compiled by BOM surveyors on the populations and areas of settlements inhabited 
in 1960 in the same region (1-3, 6, 19), and we examined the relationship between 
population and area at Xochicalco, a Prehispanic urban center located south of the BOM 
where population densities could be estimated through direct counting of houses as 
opposed to surface artifact densities (20). These analyses are discussed in the main text, 
and all support the Basin of Mexico survey estimates as reasonable.  
 
Implications for archaeology 
 
An important implication of the findings reported here is that they suggest a new method 
for estimating the populations of archaeological sites based on their settled areas. A 
traditional method used in many parts of the world has been to multiply site areas by a 
constant population density that is invariant across site sizes (see, for example, (21-23)). 
The results presented here suggest that this method will systematically underestimate the 
resident populations of larger settlements, leading to underestimates of regional 
populations as well. However, the theoretical scaling relation for cities can be rearranged 
to yield N = (A/a)1/α, where a is equivalent to the area required for a single person in a 
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given region and time period, to estimate populations in a way that is consistent with 
empirical observation of both modern and ancient human settlement systems.  
 
The framework employed here also leads to exciting and testable predictions regarding a 
variety of socioeconomic processes in ancient societies. If the scaling relations discussed 
here are in fact universal, one would expect resource use to exhibit economies of scale, 
and socioeconomic outputs to exhibit returns to scale, in a variety of contexts. One would 
also expect the coefficients of scaling relations to be influenced by changes in the 
efficiency of transport and per capita consumption rates. Future research could focus on 
developing measures of these various quantities, the analysis of which should clarify the 
mechanisms of socioeconomic development throughout human history.
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Table S1. Pottery sherd densities and associated population densities utilized in the Basin 
of Mexico surveys. 
 

Pottery density 
category Description 

Associated 
historic 
settlement type 

Associated 
population 
density 
(persons / 
ha) 

Very Light A wide scattering of surface debris so 
that only one or two sherds may be 
present every few meters. 

Compact 
rancheria. 

2-5 

Light A continuous distribution of sherds 
every 20-30 cm, but with no significant 
buildup in sherd density beyond that 
point. 

Scattered village. 5-10 

Light-Moderate Athough most of the area contains light 
surface remains, delimited areas of 
substantial buildup containing as many 
as 100-200 sherds per square meter 
consistently appear. 

Compact low-
density village. 

10-25 

Moderate A continuous layer of sherds, so that 
any randomly placed 1-meter square 
might yield 100 to 200 pieces of 
pottery. 

Compact high-
density village. 

25-50 

Moderate-Heavy Over most of the area occupation occurs 
in moderate densities, however, in a few 
localized areas a 1-m square might 
contain 200-400 pieces of pottery. 

Upper range of 
compact high-
density villages. 

50-100 

Heavy Densities of 200-400 sherds per 1-m 
square are continuous. At some sites 
sherds are literally one atop another, so 
that a randomly placed 1-m square 
might produce as many as 400-800 
pieces of pottery. 

Upper range of 
compact high-
density villages. 

50-100 

Sources: (1:22-23, 5:38-39).  
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Table S2. Tabulation of site types in the Basin of Mexico surveys. 
 

Site Type N Excluded 
Hamlet 509   
Small dispersed village 377 X 
Small Hamlet 429   
Small hamlet or temporary camp 914 X 
Small nucleated village 183   
Large dispersed village 63 X 
Large hamlet 620   
Large nucleated village 93   
Local center 49   
Provincial Center 17   
Regional center 16   
Supraregional Center 2   
Barrio of Center 13   
Isolated ceremonial site 49 X 
Ceremonial Center 39 X 
Small segregated elite district 3 X 
Large segregated elite district 4   
Irrigation Canals 1 X 
Quarry 4 X 
Salt Station 59 X 
Unknown 181   
Questionable 204   
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Table S3. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Test Results for Soil Depth Classes 
 

Medium 
Medium 
Deep Deep 

Fully 
Eroded 

Shallow * * * 
Medium * * 
Medium 
Deep   *  
Deep * 

 
Note: These tests examine whether differences in the degree of inflation of base 
population estimates, B, are significant across soil depth classes associated with each site.  
An empty cell indicates that the medians are not significantly different, and an asterisked 
cell indicates a significant difference at the 95% level.  
 
 
 
Table S4. Probability of inter-observer variation. 
 
 EP JP MP RB RH RW 
EP .68 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .97 
JP  .51 .63 .91 1.00 .99 
MP   .51 .91 1.00 .98 
RB    .59 1.00 1.00
RH     .55 1.00
RW      .53 
 
Note: Data are Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum probabilities of different distributions 
of bias between pairs of investigators. Tests were conducted only across those sites for 
which the survey supervisor is recorded in the data. Investigators are indicated by their 
first and last initials. Values greater than .975 are significant.  
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Table S5. Proportion of sites in each environmental zone, by surveyor. 
 
 Lakebed Saline 

Lake-
shore 

Deep 
Alluv-
ium 

Thin 
Alluv-
ium 

Upland 
Alluv-
ium 

Lower 
Pied-
mont 

Middle 
Pied-
mont 

Upper 
Pied-
mont 

EP .00 .00 .00 .00 .68 .16 .00 .16 
JP .06 .15 .09 .00 .00 .67 .00 .03 

MP .04 .07 .03 .00 .00 .82 .00 .04 

RB .03 .24 .26 .00 .00 .42 .00 .05 

RH .04 .32 .00 .00 .00 .54 .00 .10 

RW .40 .00 .00 .00 .00 .24 .00 .36 

 
Note: Data are the proportion of sites recorded by each surveyor within each 
environmental zone, for all sites for which these data are recorded. Investigators are 
indicated by their first and last initials. 
 
 
 
 
Table S6. Scaling relationships between population and settled area, by surveyor. 
 
Surveyor 
Initials 

N Sites 
recorded 

Range of site 
sizes (ha) 

OLS α 95% CI R2 

All Sites 1424 1.1 – 2252.6 .697 .678 – .716 .784 
N/R 664 1.1 – 2252.6 .631 .600 – .662 .711 
EP 18 1.2 – 400 .817 .643 – .990 .861 
JP 346 1.2 – 840 .787 .760 – .813 .906 
MP 270 1.1 – 450 .767 .727 – .800 .838 
RB 84 1.2 – 169 .704 .635 – .774 .832 
RH 28 3.0 – 400 .829 .743 – .914 .938 
RW 14 1.2 – 90 .732 .543 – .922 .855 
 
Note: The scaling exponent (α) and goodness-of-fit (R2) for each group were estimated 
using ordinary least-squares regression of log-transformed population and area estimates. 
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Figure S1: Scaling plots of population versus settled area, by cultural period. Settlements 
are plotted according to their population and settled area (log-log scale). Each time period 
is graphed separately (A-D) with the MLE fit as a dotted line, and OLS fit as a solid line. 
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